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GLOSSARY
Anchor ice:
Submerged ice attached or anchored to the river bed, regardless of
the nature of its formation.
Border ice:
Ice formed along and fastened to the shore. Border ice does not
extend across the entire width of the river. Also called shore ice.
Breakup jam:
Accumulation of broken ice pieces that restrict the flow of water;
may contain frazil ice or remnants of freezeup jam.
Candled ice:
Decayed sheet ice that assumes the appearance of thin vertical crystals shaped like candles.

This edition of Ice Engineering was written by Kate White, Research Hydraulic Engineer, of the Ice Engineering Research Division (IERD) of the U.S. Army Cold
Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory, and was edited by Gioia Cattabriga and
laid out by John Severance of CRREL’s Library and Technical Publishing Branch.

Frazil ice:
Fine, small, needle-like structures or thin, flat, circular plates of ice
suspended in water. In rivers and lakes it is formed in supercooled,
turbulent water.
Freezeup jam:
Accumulation of frazil that restricts the flow of water; may contain
some broken border-ice pieces.
Pancake ice:
Circular, flat pieces composed of frazil and slush ice with a raised
rim; the shape and rim are due to repeated collisions.
Shear walls:
Ice left along shoreline when a freezeup or breakup jam fails and
moves downstream.
Sheet ice:
A smooth, continuous ice cover formed by freezing in the case of
lake ice, or by the arrest and juxtaposition of ice floes in a single
layer in the case of river ice.
Slope change:
A change in the slope of the river. Typical examples occur where
two rivers meet, and at the upstream end of a dam or reservoir
pool.
Slush ice:
A floating agglomeration of loosely packed frazil ice that remains
separate or only slightly frozen together.
Copies available at:
http://www.crrel.usace.army.mil/crrel-divisions/ice-eng/ice_guide/iceguide.htm
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The Ice Engineering Information Exchange Bulletin is published in accordance with AR 25-30 as one
of the information exchange functions of the Corps
of Engineers. It is primarily intended to be a forum
whereby information on ice engineering work done
or managed by Corps field offices can be disseminated to other Corps offices, other U.S. Government
agencies, and the engineering community in general. The purpose of the Ice Engineering Information
Exchange Bulletin is information exchange and not
the promulgation of Corps policy; thus, guidance
on recommended practice in any given area should
be sought through appropriate channels or in other
documents. This bulletin’s contents are not to be
used for advertising, publication, or promotional
purposes. Citation of trade names does not constitute an official endorsement or approval of the use
of such commercial products.
Communications are welcomed. Write to: U.S.
Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering
Laboratory, ATTN: J.-C. Tatinclaux (CECRL-EI), 72
Lyme Road, Hanover, NH 03755-1290, or call 603646-4361.
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